Predator 350
The Predator 350 is a great “small” machine. It’s narrow, powerful and portable and comes with
two engine options, a Kohler 14HP or Honda 13HP. These options are designed to meet the needs
of our equipment rental customers who are quite often service agents for one or the other engine
manufacturers. There are convenient lift points and a clever fold-over handle to allow you to fit this
machine in any sized van or truck with ease.
Like all of our machines, the Predator 350 comes as standard with the US patented Multi-Tip cutter wheel which, just
like the rest of our models, has two leading teeth, each with four cutter tips that can be changed in under a minute. This
combination allows you to get maximum performance from a smaller machine and really makes the job easier.

about us
In 2003, Predator designed and built it’s ﬁrst ever Stump Grinder, following on from it’s success in the woodchipper industry. The Predator 50 is
a concept created with the sole purpose of building a big, powerful, ﬁfty horse power Stump Grinder that would ﬁt through a small, thirty inch
narrow UK gateway.
This was and continues to be somewhat revolutionary as back then, all machines were big and belt-driven and struggled to access around half our back yards.
Ours, however was a narrow, powerful hydraulic machine that set the bar for the decade to come.The Predator 50 was quickly followed by the Predator 26, a
twenty eight horse power, variable width, tracked machine that’s just twenty six inches wide and can cut a four and a half foot swing at a depth of eighteen inches!
The range has continued to grow over the years together with our client base and we’re now at the forefront of Stump Grinding innovation in the UK. In 2012,
having enjoyed fantastic success across the UK with our best-selling model ever, the Predator 38, we decided to test the US market with a view to launching
stateside. We took a small booth at the 2012 Baltimore TCIA show and were completely overwhelmed by the interest. We were able to showcase our US
Patented Stump Grinding technology to great success, selling our show machine straight from the booth and taking several more orders there and then. We’re
now on a drive to recruit dealers throughout the US.
The Predator range of machinery is both extremely popular and of very high performance with rugged durability and high reliability.

At under 26 inches wide with an impressive cutting depth of 10 inches and a weight of only 275 pounds, you can get this
machine anywhere.
The Predator 350 is superbly built with a perfectly balanced, low, centre of gravity. This is designed to make grinding with
the Predator 350 easier. This machine is perfect for the smaller Tree Surgeon, Landscaper or Rental Company.

Technical Specifications UK
Engine
Length
Width
Height
Weight
Fuel
Cutting Depth
Cutting Height

+

Technical Specifications USA

Kohler 14hp
1300mm
650mm
1200mm
136kg
Petrol 7.3L
225mm
200mm

Engine
Length
Width
Height
Weight
Fuel
Cutting Depth
Cutting Height

Kohler 14hp
51”
26”
47”
300lb
Gas 1.8 Gal
9”
10”

Swing

n/a

Swing

n/a

Wheel

350mm MT

Wheel

14” MT

Teeth

4 x Multi Tip

Teeth

4 x Multi Tip

Start

Pull

Start

Pull
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